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Flexible Dieting: Use the Power and Simplicity of IIFYM to Lose Weight and Feel GreatHi, I'm
Amanda West,If you're like me and you're always on the lookout for the latest diet and exercise
plans then you've found a like minded friend here. I've spent a good portion of my life not only
studying at University but in my personal life. I've tried it all and figured out how I can best change
my body and my health through eating and fitness. If I can take some of my knowledge and pass it
on to you then I'll have made strides to another goal as well, which is helping others to achieve
great results in their life.Follow me on my journey as I write simple and easy to follow guides that
can help you get the body, health and life you've always wanted! This book contains all the reasons
you'll need to get started with IIFYM and flexible dieting. It's so much less restrictive than many of
the diets out there and therefor much easier to stick to and follow. You'll find great tasting food that
easily fits in with flexible dieting and helps you to lose weight. Don't wait, you'll want to put this
information to use as soon as possible. Get this Awesome Guide for just $2.99. Regularly pricedat
$4.99Download now and start discovering a healthier, happier YOU!Scroll to the top of the page and
select the buy now button.
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Recently, Iâ€™ve been collecting diet book that will surely help me in losing weight. Dieting is simply
about discipline. Women nowadays are so much concern when it comes about body figure and
weight. And it is truly hard to find a diet plan that helps you to lose weight and at the same time will
increase your strength and energy. This book is a timely motivation for people who donâ€™t care
about their everyday diet. What i liked about this book is that it explained how this IIFYM diet all
about. IIFYM speaks specifically to fat loss from a macro nutrition and thus a caloric stand point and
is purely a means to improve body composition. IIFYM does not address health concerns of the
heart, brain or other organs and does not put an emphasis on so called â€˜healthy
eatingâ€™.Regardless if you like to eat pizza, or boiled chicken breasts, IIFYM teaches us that if you
eat less calories than your body requires (while getting adequate protein, carbs, fat and fiber based
on your goals and the energy needs of your body) you will lose weight at a steady and predictable
rate. IIFYM makes fat loss that easy.All you have to do is stay within your daily macros and the fat
will start melting off! And you will learn all of this things in this book.

An incredible eating routine book in the event that you need to concentrate more on your
sustenance admission and calories. This book gives its perusers an expansive perspective on the
most proficient method to get thinner in a basic yet capable way. Adaptable eating less carbs help
you to control your body weight through determined calorie consumption not by limiting particular
sustenances. So this might be a decent decision for you on the off chance that you need to get in
shape without cutting your most loved sustenances from the menu. It is undoubtedly an extremely
useful book and I exceedingly prescribe it to everybody.

This is going to be the most important book you'll ever read. Just imagine being able to lose fat, get
cut, sexy abs, defined arms and every other physical feature you would expect to see on a fitness
model without having to eat bland boring foods and dismiss your friends when invited out for a meal.
I'm definitely going to keep this book handy while I try to achieve my goals. I'd recommend this book
to anyone out there...period!

We require specific amount of calories every day. The excessive amount of calories we intake are
stored in our body making us obese and if we intake less we become skinny. Flexible dieting help
you to control your body weight through specified calorie intake not by restricting specific foods. So
this may be a good choice for you if you want to lose weight without cutting your favorite foods from

the menu.

Now I know what IIFYM stands for. The book thoroughly explains everything. It even discussed the
ratio and calories a person need depending on his or her age range. I laugh at one of the picture
illustration found inside. It differentiate the good and dirty food and I find the dirty food delicious. The
girlfriend definitely disagreed on my choice.

I think this is the diet that can be right for me, Flexible Dieting. And this book has discussed this
lengthily that I am able to get the bigger picture. I learned that this diet will not deprive me, instead it
will help me analyze what fits my macro and will eventually promote the weight loss I need. This
book told me this in a clear way too. One thing worth mentioning is that this gave some ideas about
the amazingly delicious foods that will fit in with this diet and will truly help in losing weight. This, for
me, is very essential.

Interesting concept. As a student, I put emphasis on clean eating to focus on overall health
optimization. From a client perspective though, Flexible Dieting is a great start for someone who is
just about to start on their journey to healthy eating. This book provides great tips to help those
wanting to lose weight without any drastic change right away.

I am really impressed by the ideas of this book cause where ever you are you can apply and used
the ideas of this book. Well, after reading this book all I can say it's simple and very effective. I am
surely gonna recommend this book to my friends.
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